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For many years Enercon has been offering DAF systems that have been first used on the oil and gas
industry. These systems are built from strong stainless steel and, in spite of their size, are perfectly
mobile and versatile. They carry several types of nozzles, including forced ventilation nozzles, DAF

nozzles, and so on. The use of DAF is necessary in the field to carry out the main function of the
system: to assure the supply of compressed air where it is needed. Nowadays the company also

offers portable compressed air machinery that is ideal for small and medium-sized branches.
Enercon compressed air supply systems are equipped with basic electrical systems that can be

directly coupled to PLCs or, in some cases, to touch-screen devices. With the current clean and safe
desulfurized compressed air, insulation foamed styrene and a recycling system, the new system for

the compressed air industry was born. Coolair Systems offers the most complete and efficient
solutions in the industry for storing compressed air. Coolair Systems has created the next generation
insulation foamed styrene systems and recycles industrial gasses, such as nitrogen, oxygen, argon
and carbon dioxide. The Coolair Systems solution consists of the Coolair insulation foamed styrene
and Coolair Classic compressors, both designed to provide safe, clean and efficient compressed air,

as well as the Coolair Flowsys system, which integrates all of the other functions to make
compressed air available. The best future for recycling industry: Sustainable Air Solutions (formally

known as Outokumpu Air Compressed Solutions) will be a multi-million dollar investment for
Outokumpu by 2015. Outokumpu in Finland is one of the largest industrial companies and

Outokumpu is using this investment for new air compressed solutions that will make the future of
recycling more sustainable. We are preparing the Outokumpu Air Compressed Solutions to be a

recycling company that will offer the best solutions in the industry for storing and delivering
compressed air. Outokumpu as well as many other international companies believe in sustainability
and the solutions for storing and delivering compressed air will make the future of recycling much
more sustainable. Therefore, we hope that you will be interested in our new company and consider

becoming a partner.
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Gases under pressure
can damage mechanical

systems and are
therefore undesirable for
a variety of applications.
Special impurities that

may occur in compressed
air, such as low density
gases, fluids and solids,

may lead to the
formation of harmful

gaseous contaminants
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such as hydrogen,
oxygen, carbon

monoxide, and carbon
dioxide. All of these

impurities have to be
prevented from entering
the sealed system and

reaching the equipment.
A particular case is air

actuated systems, which
are often used in the food

and beverage industry.
The refractive index of
the internal walls of the
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industrial pipes that may
be used in the
compressed air

preparation plant is quite
similar to that of the

compressed air under
pressure. This results in
interference phenomena

between the incident
radiation and the

reflections inside the
internal walls when

conventional ultrasonic
waves are used. The ray
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path for these
disturbances is similar to
that of the compressed
air wave. When these
waves reach the inner

pipes, secondary
reflections are created,
which can interfere with
the reflected wave of the
compressed air when it
goes back through the
wall of the pipes. To

avoid these phenomena,
the compressed air is
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diffused and distributed
over the area of the wall

of the pipes in such a
way as to reduce or

prevent the local
accumulation of an
excess of fluids. The

calibration of volume flow
gauges, which are widely
used in many industries,

especially for
compressed air, is often
not easy. In particular,

the volume of the liquid
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in the measurement
channel and the gaps

between the interior wall
of the measuring channel

and the liquid on the
membrane are important.
These gaps show a large
difference between the
volume of liquid and the

volume of the
membrane. To minimize
the gap, the membrane
has to be pressed by a
spring onto the wall of
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the channel. To be able
to measure the flow of

the liquid, it is necessary
to make sure that the
liquid pressure on the
membrane is always

greater than the water
vapor pressure, which is

the case for the great
majority of liquids. The

error in the measurement
of the volume flow rate is

due to the influence of
the difference of pressure
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in the measuring channel
on the membrane. Thus,
if the size of the channel
changes, and there is a

change in the hydrostatic
pressure, there is a

change in the pressure
difference, thus affecting
the measurement result.

To solve this problem,
Festo has developed a

flow indicator where the
measuring channels are
connected by a capillary
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tube, and the tube
section is surrounded by
a thin annular chamber,
which acts as a pressure
regulator and a hydraulic

seal. 5ec8ef588b
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